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The Lume is one of dozens of similar Van
Gogh experiences. This is what makes it
different
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Visitors can gaze up at an animated "Starry Night" or peruse Vincent van Gogh inspired
merchandise at The Lume at Newfields. Or “Immersive Van Gogh Chicago.” Or “Imagine Van
Gogh: The Immersive Exhibition” in Boston. Or the competing exhibits in Detroit which have
nabbed the URLs detroitvangogh.com and vangoghdetroit.com.

According to Artnet News, there are at least 49 immersive exhibits featuring animations of
Van Gogh’s work cropping up across the U.S. by five competing experiences, each boasting
slightly different features. Here's how Newfields' new exhibit fits into the trend and how it
stands out. 

What’s unique about The Lume?

You can find similar Van Gogh exhibits in places ranging from New York City to Cleveland.
The general interactive experience is similar, but a couple features of The Lume make it
stand out. 

While many other exhibits are pop-ups and stand alone, Newfields has worked to integrate
the exhibit into the rest of its offerings as an art museum. According to a press release from
Newfields, The Lume is "the first-time guests will be able to experience a digital gallery of
this scale and sophistication at an art museum in the United States."

Unlike many other experiences, The Lume features a real Van Gogh painting. "Landscape at
Saint-Rémy" has hung in the Newfields collection for years, and now it's being brought to
life. 

More: A visit to The Lume at Newfields can be an Instagrammer's dream. Or it can be more.

https://www.indystar.com/
https://www.indystar.com/things-to-do/arts/
https://www.indystar.com/staff/7617316002/serena-puang/
https://discovernewfields.org/lume
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/immersive-van-gogh-guide-1974038
https://discovernewfields.org/
https://www.indystar.com/story/entertainment/arts/2021/07/23/instagram-newfields-indianapolis-the-lume/7893430002/
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According to Jonathan Berger, deputy director for marketing and external affairs at
Newfields, the pigments in the painting have faded over time, but using an elemental scan
combined with details from a letter Van Gogh wrote about the painting, they pieced together
an interpretation of what the piece may have originally looked like. Through added
animation, visitors can also see what the scene might look like at different times of year. 

“Ours is kind of a harvest scene,” said Berger. The Lume will show “what it might look like
with snow on the ground and in springtime.” The vibrant colors from the original will be
showcased in the rendering of the spring and summer seasons. 

"About halfway through the show, we're going to swap out our Van Gogh with another Van
Gogh," said Berger. The next piece, "Sheaves of Wheat," is from the Dallas Museum of Art
and will give Indianapolis residents who are familiar with Newfields' collections something
new. 

Newfields has also created self-guided tours of its collection specifically for visitors to The
Lume. 

On the second floor, there's a new installation called “Admirers of Vincent van Gogh” which
features six paintings by artists who helped establish Van Gogh’s legacy after his death
ranging from friends to those who were among the first to display his work in art
shows. Visitors can take self-guided tours by scanning QR codes scattered throughout the
building. Outside, there are garden beds designed by Newfield’s horticulture team which are
inspired by the florals in Van Gogh’s artwork.

Why Van Gogh?
Van Gogh, an artist who was not famous in his lifetime and who has been dead for over 130
years, still seems to be at the cutting edge of the nation’s new art obsession. Some creators
and producers of shows have reasoned that his iconic style and detailed brush work make his
art particularly suited to the digital immersive medium. 

There are also practical considerations: Van Gogh is iconic, and his pieces are recognizable
and in the public domain. This means companies can animate and adapt his work without
worries about copyright or violating intellectual property rights.

“It’s just a matter of popularity and the ability to sell tickets,” explained Irina Shabshis, co-
producer of "Immersive Van Gogh Chicago." Though the “most important thing,” is to
educate and bring joy to the public, Shabshis said, “business is also very important.” 

https://collections.dma.org/artwork/4193312
https://www.imagine-vangogh.com/questions-for-the-creators/
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According to Berger, a number of factors contributed to the Van Gogh selection for The
Lume. Newfields worked with Grande Experiences,a company which creates multi-sensory
art and cultural experiences. They've had "Van Gogh Alive" exhibits since 2011, and the
“brand name” nature of Van Gogh’s work also appeals to the broader goal of The Lume.

“This is really an invitation to the public that may be a little nervous about coming to an art
museum,” said Berger. He hopes that the opportunity to be fully immersed in the art will
inspire people to learn more about Van Gogh and art in general. “Van Gogh seems right
because it is that introduction to art. It is something that is consumable that people
recognize.”

Similar immersive and interactive art experiences featuring artists like Leonardo Da Vinci,
Pablo Picasso and Claude Monet have showed internationally and are making their way to
the U.S. Grande Experiences also has shows featuring street art and Alice
in Wonderland. Some shows don't feature art at all. In Canada, an exhibit called OASIS
Immersion invites visitors to walk along the ocean floor, on lava and in space. 

Whose art is shown?

But those exhibits that do focus on art generally have one thing in common: They feature the
work of white, male artists. 

"We're kind of seeing this repetition of famous white men because I think that's what people
can profit off of," said Janna Ahrndt, visiting assistant professor of digital art at the Eskenazi
School of Art, Architecture + Design at Indiana University. "I'm not mad about it, but I
wish they (Newfields) had gone about it differently."

"If they were going to spend that money on creating this immersive art space, why not look to
the community and see what digital artists are out there?" asked Ahrndt.

Artists have been doing digital art for years, so the interactive Van Gogh exhibits are not new,
they're "just a new way to experience old art," Ahrndt said. She pointed out that Purdue
University and IU both have digital art programs with artists whose work could have used a
space like The Lume before admitting that she isn't sure if that would draw the crowds like
Van Gogh.  

"I feel like maybe people would go just for the novelty," she said. "But I think when you slap
Van Gogh's name on something, it kind of becomes your cash cow. And now we won't know."

What you need to know: About The Lume at Newfields

https://oasis.im/en/
https://www.indystar.com/story/entertainment/arts/2021/07/23/the-lume-newfields-indianapolis-in-indiana/7811654002/
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Newfields stated that they do want to use The Lume to feature digital artists, especially those
from underrepresented communities. This comes after controversy earlier this year over a
job posting for a new director at Newfields that could maintain the museum's "traditional,
core, white audience" which led to the resignation of President and CEO Charles Venable. 

The new exhibit at The Lume features 40 minutes of animations of Van Gogh's work and
four, five-minute featurettes. The featurettes show the work of Australian digital artists who
are responding or paying homage to Van Gogh. The featurettes were provided to Newfields
by Grande Experiences, and will also show in The Lume Melbourne when it opens later this
year. 

According to their website, one featurette, entitled "Our Starry Night," is an immersive dance
film inspired by the ‘Emu in the Sky’ constellation and "the deep connection Indigenous
Australians have with astronomical phenomena." 

While the artists featured in The Lume will change, the technology and exhibit space will
remain. The first swap will come in May 2022. Berger said that Newfields was still in talks to
determine the next artist, but "maybe Monet."

"Monet, an impressionist, something that people can relate to or be familiar with before they
walk in." Berger said that in the next round of featurettes, the museum plans to be "reaching
out and looking for those maybe under-represented artists" in 2022.

Changing the way people experience art

Whether the immersive exhibits also feature virtual reality rooms, date night packages or
French-inspired cafes, the exhibits seem to have similar goals to change the way people
interact with and experience art. Though digital, immersive art may not be new to artists, it is
to most people in the Midwest, where many of the exhibits are popping up. 

For Shabshis, the co-producer of "Immersive Van Gogh Chicago," it’s a way to make art come
alive which is “easier to comprehend” than traditional gallery exhibits. It’s not about
comparing or trying to prove which one is the best. Even among the Immersive Van Gogh
exhibits which will be in at least 20 U.S. cities, the show changes to adapt to the unique
architectural features of each venue.

"If we just get one or two people to do that deeper dive into the artwork of Vincent van Gogh,
or any of his colleagues or art in general," said Berger. "I really do think that we've made
good on our promise as Indiana's number one cultural institution."

https://www.indystar.com/story/entertainment/arts/2020/12/29/lume-indianapolis-newfields-what-know-immersive-exhibit-grande-experiences/6400879002/
https://www.indystar.com/story/entertainment/arts/2021/02/13/newfields-criticized-job-post-calling-keep-white-art-audience/4473375001/
https://thelume.com/melbourne/the-experience/
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Contact IndyStar Pulliam Fellow Serena Puang at spuang@gannett.com. Follow her on
twitter @SerenaPuang

https://twitter.com/serenapuang?lang=en

